
 

 
KAT CAMMACK: WHY DID YOU LIE ABOUT TED YOHO?   

AND WHAT ELSE ARE YOU LYING ABOUT?   
 

May 20, 2022 

Dear Kat: 

You fabricated your entire life story to run for congress.  You claimed to have grown up 
on a cattle ranch (an obvious lie), you claimed that Obama took this ranch (a blatant lie), 
and you claimed to be homeless (a shameless lie).  I recently discovered that you also 
lied about being Ted Yoho’s trusted advisor and staff member.  In fact, Ted demoted 
you from being Chief of Staff in his Washington DC office and reassigned you to work in 
Florida for “reasons not to be disclosed.”   
 
On June 18, 2020, during a virtual event, Tyler Yoho, the son of Congressman Ted 
Yoho, explained that he has known you since the day you arrived in Florida when you 
started working on his father’s campaign.  Tyler said “everyone could tell she was 
extremely ambitious . . . that’s not a bad thing, but when your ambition starts overriding 
your integrity, that’s kind of a deal-breaker for me.”  
 
Tyler continued, “That’s also one of the many reasons she was fired, replaced, or 
reassigned, whatever the heck you want to call it, from D.C. as Chief of Staff and made 
to move back to Florida. Regardless of how many times Kat says my dad’s name, that’s 
not an endorsement or anything by him. And that doesn’t make her Yoho 2.0. They’re 
basically nothing alike. They couldn’t be more different.” 
 
Shortly thereafter, Congressman Yoho then confirmed in a public statement that you 
were demoted from Chief of Staff in his Washington DC office to Deputy Chief of staff 
and reassigned in the district in Florida “for reasons not to be disclosed, but not for the 
sole purpose of working on my re-election campaign as has been alluded to.” 
 
I think our constituents deserve to know why you lied about being demoted from Ted’s 
office?  What were the reasons “not to be disclosed”?  Incompetence?  Drug or alcohol 
abuse?  Sexual indiscretions? 
 
Truth and politics have never been on good terms with one another, and lying has 
always been a justified tool in political deadlines.  All this lying – especially from 



 

Congress and Federal Judges – is the reason are country is struggling and the Left is 
taking over.  We need real leaders who are committed to the truth to bring us back from 
the abyss and make America great again.  We don’t need more lies from an entitled 
millennial who couldn’t hold on to her only real job.  
 
Truth-tellers exist outside the realm of politics. They are outsiders and sometimes even 
pariahs.  I am not a politician, which is why I believe in the truth.  Even when the truth 
hurts, I believe that honesty is the best policy.  So come clean . . . why did you lie about 
being a trusted advisor of Ted Yoho and what did you do to get demoted?  
 

Sincerely, 

Manuel P. Asensio 
Manuel P. Asensio  
Candidate for Republican Congressional 
Nomination from Florida 


